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There are known knowns. These are 
things we know that we know. There are 
known unknowns. That is to say, there 
are things that we know we don't know. 
But there are also unknown unknowns. 
There are things we don't know we don't 
know. 

Donald Rumsfeld
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Argument

Growth will occur in the GTA and S. Ontario

Growth can be planned and managed

Growth can occur in a more sustainable manner

We have little choice – the environmental imperative

We know how to plan and manage urban growth

Provincial laws and policies – interventionist role

We have made real progress; much more is needed

Resource constraints are the “usual suspects”

Changing behaviour and rules – the real culprits





Today’s presentation

“Top 10” urban challenges

Criticisms of post-WW2 urbanization

If it’s so bad…

We are making progress

A sample of planning tools

Case study: Region of Waterloo

Strategies and tools

Summary



The “Top 10” urban challenges
Local impacts of global warming
Biodiversity – preserving and enhancing
Creating livable and healthy communities
Designing transportation systems that work
Developing alternative energy supplies
Water: managing watersheds and wetlands systems
Achieving manageable economic development
Complex social and health issues
Planning for an aging and multi-cultural society
Creating and applying governance, fiscal, other tools
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Criticisms of post-WW2 urbanization

Low density urban form

Separated land uses

Car-oriented transportation systems

Inadequate public transit

“managed” landscapes

High energy consumption urban systems

Agricultural impacts

Diminished urban core

“there is no there, there”



Don Mills (Toronto)



If it’s so bad…
Why do we keep living “there”?
Who says these are bad places?
Are all suburbs dreadful, soul-destroying, etc.?
Are we influenced by the US experience?
Is downtown/urban core living for everybody?
Can we have our (suburban) cake and eat it, too?
Can we make urban growth more sustainable?
Have we made any progress?
What does urban sustainability look like?



Planning and managing urban growth – not for the faint of heart!



We are making progress
Acknowledge life-cycle realities

Greater emphasis on urban design, aesthetics

Return to the art and craft of urban planning

Creating places and spaces

Focus on quality of life, the healthy community

Revitalizing downtowns: new roles, new people

Integrating function and form

Transit is coming back; alternative modes, too

Urban densities are reasonable, actually





Lots of knowledge and information
Sustainable development principles: 20+ years

New Urbanism (NU)

Traditional neighbourhood design (TND)

Creative city (Richard Florida)

Livable city-region (Vancouver)

EA legislation and processes

Mandated public consultation

Lots of applied urban-oriented research



Typical growth management strategies 

brownfield redevelopment
greyfield redevelopment
bluefield redevelopment
Intensification, mixed-uses
core area revitalization
increased density along 
transit corridors
optimal use of hard services, 
infrastructure

watershed-based planning
improved regional agency 
coordination
inter-urban transportation 
system integration
regional-scale land use 
planning
strong Provincial policy 
framework, backed by 
legislation and incentives

Urban level Regional Level
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So, what’s the problem?

Organizational silos

Disciplinary and professional tribalism

Uninformed decision-makers

Doctrine-driven decisions (vs. evidence-based)

Economic development pressures, anxieties

Incomplete understanding of sustainability

Inability to think long-term

Weight of tradition, conventional wisdom, habit



Waterloo region case study
Population: 500,000 people (2006)

By 2031, it could have 750,000 people

It could also have another 160,000 jobs

Constraints/considerations:
80% of our water comes from an aquifer

There is Class 1 agricultural land around the urban area

Suburban development never pays for itself

It is expensive to extend infrastructure (hard services)

The community is aging
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Should we sprawl?

Or should we intensify?
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Sprawl approach





Waterloo Region strategies

Countryside line (fixed urban fence)
Light Rail Transit (LRT)
Urban transit corridor development
Encourage alternative transportation modes
Enforceable water conservation strategies 
Consolidate small town growth, protect agriculture
Aggressive recycling program
Adaptive re-use of buildings
Train local development and builder community
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Planning works in Waterloo because…
Well-established planning culture

Local government is sophisticated

Regional government generally respected

UW Planning, Architecture, and Environment 
programs

High levels of civic engagement, civil society

Reasonably sound regional economy



Waterloo’s challenges
Reconcile regional-scale benefits, local impacts

Local government vs. regional government politics

Need senior government financial assistance

Mid-size city-regions often overlooked

Major change in urban form – do people really 
understand the consequences?



Lessons learned
Make sustainability tangible, meaningful

Personalize consequences of action (or inaction)

Adapt sustainability to urban context

Avoid proselytizing about sustainability

Make a compelling business case for SD

Celebrate good design, development practices

Build local capacity: political, administrative, 
community

Accept incremental progress is OK



Furthermore…
Growth is firmly and deeply entrenched – in our 
politics, values and language

How much growth, and what kind, where?

Manage the sense of entitlement

Environmental, social and economic limits to growth

There is a tipping point re: quality of life, function

Size matters; quality of life matters more

No universal solution – context matters
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Things to ponder
Local self-image: is bigger always better?
Is land use planning/development driven by property 
assessment? Does that skew things?
Inter-municipal competition (adjoining 
municipalities) – what’s the point?
Integrate health with land use planning and design
Strip away jurisdictions – focus on issues
Reach beyond the electoral cycle
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…in a (reasonably) sustainable manner.
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